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Background
     Molecular mechanics (MM) forcefelds are Newtonian physics-inspired atomistc models that are used in a wide
variety of felds such as chemistry, biophysics, drug discovery and material science. Accurate small molecule MM
forcefelds  are  essental  for  predictng  protein-drug  binding  and  understanding  the  biophysics  of  biomolecular
systems. Optmizing forcefelds should improve the accuracy of our predictons. However, small molecule forcefelds
and automatc parameterizaton tools have lagged behind protein forcefeld and simulaton technologies. Current
approaches require signifcant manual efort and expertse to extend the model coverage of chemical space; many
parameters do not transfer well to new chemical structures, and we are unable to quantfy the systematc model
error in  predictons derived from forcefelds.  My research project  addresses all  of these issues in the tractable
subproblem of torsion parameters, which has traditonally been a difcult aspect of forcefeld parameterizaton 1. The
software being developed for this worw is part of the Open Forcefeld Inittatve 2, is fully open source, and is being
designed for the larger molecular simulaton community.

Torsion parameters
    The forcefeld models the potental energy of a system of molecules with additve functonals that describe the
intra and intermolecular forces. The torsion energy functonal describes the potental energy of a molecule as it
rotates around its bonds and is commonly given as a sum of cosines. To model a new molecule, it is usually possible
to use the existng parameters of most other bonded functonals based on chemical analogy, but torsion parameters
will regularly need manual refing with various levels of success.1 I propose this happens for the following reasons:
(A) The way quantum mechanics (QM) data are generated may introduce bias; (B) The Fourier series that is usually
used to model the torsion energy functonal is a highly degenerate model.  The worw required to address these
issues can be roughly divided into two: 1) generatng chemically relevant QM data and 2) automate the fing of
parameters and quantfy  their uncertainty. The fgure below illustrates the worwfow of generatng QM data and
contnuously updatng it using machine learning to fnd gaps in the data. The detail is described in part 1.

Part 1: Generatng high quality QM torsion data
    Torsion parameters are usually ft to computatonally expensive (QM) torsion “scans” - geometry optmizatons of
molecules constrained to a grid of torsion angles. To reduce the computatonal cost and decrease the dimensions of
the scan, the molecule is fragmented to smaller enttes. However, since many electronic QM efects are non-local,
fragmentaton can lead to misrepresentaton of the chemistry of the parent molecule. Knowing which bonds to
fragment while retaining the correct chemistry and electronics currently requires expert wnowledge. Having a tool
that can encode this chemical percepton when fragmentng molecules will reduce the need for an expert to decide
how to generate the smallest possible fragments without disruptng the electronics of the bonds. To do that, I am
writng  iragmenter3 a  recursive  algorithm that  incorporates  the  Wiberg  bond  order,  a  value  derived  from the
molecule’s electron density that describes the electronic overlap between atoms in a bond and captures the non-
local efects. As a fragment is recursively grown out of the central bond, the Wiberg bond order, together with other
general rules can be used as criteria to decide which bonds to fragment.
    The resultng fragments may have one rotatonal bond or many. Wang, L et. al.4  have shown that a full rotaton
around  a  central  bond  may  not  return  to  the  startng  structure  because  of  the  potental  relaxaton  of  many



orthogonal degrees of freedom. To overcome this problem, Wang and colleagues are writng crank5 a Python library
that  runs  recursive  torsion  scans  for  n-dimensional  grids.  It  will  iteratvely  spawn  new  constrained  geometry
optmizatons untl no lower energy structures are found. I am collaboratng with them to test the design and utlity
of this software. 
    The number of QM calculatons needed to cover the chemical space of FDA approved drugs is around 50 million
and to cover all of commercially available chemicals is around 88.5 billion. The results of these calculatons need to
be accessible via a “chemical identty” for them to be useful to the Open Forcefeld initatve, physical simulaton,
cheminformatcs and machine learning applicatons. A common chemical identty is the SMILES string,  (Simplifed
Molecular-Input Line-Entry System), a line notaton to describe the structure of a molecule. Existng tools exist to
convert SMILES strings to graph representaton of molecules. However, SMILES strings and indices of the nodes of
the generated chemical graph are not unique. This poses a problem for the QM calculatons and subsequent fing
because the 3-dimensional geometry of the graph is represented as a matrix. Together with Daniel Smith and the
Molecular  Sciences  Software  Insttute  (MolSSI) 6,  we  are  worwing  on  extending  QCDB7,  a  quantum  chemistry
database,  to run and deposit  these calculatons to a central  repository and the QM-JSON schema8 to include a
chemical identty that retains the indexing of the nodes in the chemical graph. 
    Once the data are generated and accessible, the fragmenter and database will greatly reduce the manual and
computatonal  efort  of  generatng new torsion  parameters.  While  other  semi-automatc parameter  generators
exist9,10, our tool will be able to scale to large sets of molecules and will be able to be used internally by industry and
academics labs hoping to design new materials or drugs. A new molecule will be automatcally fragmented, then the
fragments will  be queried against the database to fnd if there are any gaps in the torsion scans already in the
database. Then, only the missing torsions will have to be generated. For this to worw, I will need to write a querying
tool that will worw on top of the database. Although the mapping of chemical graphs to SMILES is not unique, the
reverse is. I will generate all possible SMILES string that can be associated with the fragment, and use that to query if
torsion scans already exist. If we fnd a similar fragment, we will have to decide how similar is close enough to the
queried fragment. This is a non-trivial problem. For the frst iteraton of this project, we will only use the database
for exact  chemical matches. In the future,  to reduce computatonal  cost,  I  will  explore using diferent chemical
similarity measures (that include Wiberg bond orders to capture non-local efects) to predict the QM torsion drives
needed.

Part 2: Fitng torsion parameters
    In many force felds, the torsion energy functonal is given by Fourier series of the torsion angles. The force
constant  determines  how  high  the  barriers  are to  rotatng  around  the  central  bond  should  be.  Current  fing
procedures  are  prone  to  geing  trapped  in  local  minima.  Overcoming  this  is  critcal  if  we  want  to  develop
generalizable torsions  models.  In additon, selectng only the best ft out of many that ft the data equally well
ignores the fact that predicted propertes can be highly sensitve to torsion parameters 11. Furthermore, we have no
direct way to quantfy the systematc uncertainty torsion parameters introduce to predicted propertes. 
    To quantfy uncertaintes that arises from forcefeld parameters, to avoid overfing, and geing trapped in local
minima,  we  cast  the  parameterizaton  of  force  felds  as  a  statstcal  inference  problem and  adopt  a  Bayesian
probabilistc frameworw to automate the parameterizaton of torsion parameters from QM data.  Given that the
result of Bayesian inference, the posterior, is a probability distributon, we get a distributon of parameters that are
consistent with the QM data that can then be used to estmate the uncertainty in computed propertes due to
parameter error. To propagate the parameter uncertainty, we compute propertes, such as hydraton or binding free
energy with a reference torsion parameter set from the posterior and estmate the property for other sets from the
collecton by reweightng. The result is a distributon of the computed property where the width represents the error
due  to  parameter  uncertainty.  I  wrote  a  prototype  of  this  frameworw  using  PyMC12,  a  Python  probabilistc
programming language that mawes it straightorward to defne Bayesian models and sample posteriors. Inital results
show that for moderately complex molecules, the systematc error introduced by torsion parameters is greater than
the experimental error of computed propertes. This frameworw will be scaled up to deal with larger datasets. 

Future directons: Torsion parameter transierability
     Once all these tools are in place, it will be possible to address torsion parameters’ notoriety for their inability to
transfer  to  seemingly  similar  molecules.  Previous  worw  by  the  Open  Forcefeld  consortum  on  using  chemical
percepton instead of atom types13 will allow us to sample over large swaths of chemical space to fnd a generalizable
set of parameters. In additon, we will be able to address the symmetry of the model since we will have the full
posterior over a very large set of data.  This data set will be highly valuable to artfcial intelligence and machine
learning applicatons to chemistry and drug discovery. 
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